We are here to help people in any way we can, whether through direct interaction or research. Our goal is to provide comfort and improve the condition of our patients.

— Joan Suerus, director of Professional Practices and Diabetes Education and Wound Care at Morris Jacksonville

Navy Medicine
Active & Reserve Positions Available

- Up to $75K Bonus in select Specialties

- Financial Assistance for Residents

- Scholarships for Students

For More Information
Call (800) 843-2189
Celebration of Nurses

A recent study lists registered nurses as the third fastest-growing occupation in the Jacksonville Metropolitan Statistical Area.

By Carl Boyce

With limited job opportuni-
ties and salaries, nursing can look forward to job growth and better pay and attractive compensation. The President of the Union for Employers Opportunities in Nursing (PRO-

ishing in Bailey, City, Deltona, Daytona, Ormond Beach, Deland, Ocoee, Sanford, Melbourne, Titusville, and Winter Springs. For more information, contact the Florida Nurses Association at 1-800-243-0709.

Nursing Opportunities in Jacksonville

Carl Boyce is a Jacksonville Bureau of Nursing.

In honor of Nurses Week, we thank and celebrate the nurses who provide outstanding care at Shands Jacksonville.

carng, ariening, clelence, oforming, aig, liant, patienc, ssing, urtng, reeves, polite, committed, conscientious, resourceful, courteous, respectful, kind, knowledgeable, bright, proactive, understanding, encouraging, dedicated, skilled, diplomatic, optimistic, energetic, alert, expeditious, humble, versatile, efficient, responsible, swift, pleasant, informative, helpful, caring, attentive, excellent, professional, working in the health care field and making a difference.

Contact Harry at AFIS, INC. 904-673-0296

NurserNURSES: DO NOT READ UNLESS YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE SHELBE DOCUMENT FOR MARKETING OR SALES PURPOSES.

You are only interested in the SHELBE DOCUMENT FOR MARKETING OR SALES PURPOSES.

Please let us know how to assist medically when you become interested from a Cross National or University Academic. We can assist you with the best interest in your field of interest. If we cannot assist you, we will refer you to a nurse in the same field. Contact us today.
Thank You River Point and Pekiva Nurses! 

Thank you for your commitment and dedication to our mental health and chemical dependency programs. We have seen firsthand the impact that you have on your patients, their families, and our community.

We Are Hiring RNs and Licensed Vocational Nurses (LVNs)!

We have immediate openings for full-time and part-time positions in the following departments:

- Behavioral Health
- Medical-Surgical
- Intensive Care Unit
- Long-Term Care

Job Benefits Include:

- Competitive Wages
- Health, Dental, and Vision Insurance
- 401(k) with Company Match
- Generous Paid Time Off
- Employee Assistance Program
- Professional Development Opportunities
- and much more!

If you are a passionate and dedicated nurse looking for an opportunity to make a difference in the lives of others, we encourage you to apply. Please visit our website for more information and to submit your application.

Apply today and join our team of exceptional nurses at River Point and Pekiva Hospitals! Thank you for your commitment to excellence in patient care.
Appreciation
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came to begin the honor the dedicated nursing staff of Joseph Girard Hospital. Donna, Lisa, Tonya, Jennifer, Mike, Rachel, Shundra, and those I’ve forgotten comprise part of this talented, devoted, compassionate staff. I watched them at work each day for six weeks during my stay. They were caring, demanding nurses, caring for the needs of a floor of patients that had no need for life or death. Yet they worked as though with their own lives or their own care, attending with dignity and compassion to each individual. Unfortnteably, my recovery did not rise from their care and was never finalized from the floor of JGI. I wish I could remember that final moment. I aske, family along with members of the JGI nursing staff surrounding him at prayer. Their commitment to him did not end then that day those three weeks at his service. Our family will forever appreciate the care he received during this most recent hospitalization. I want to express my gratitude to those individuals. Each time you walked through the nursing floor (side that hospital) I know you all have a task of duties that is not an overwhelming commitment to their profession, but for our nurses and been visited by many patients.

Name of nurse: Gina
Name of hospital: Baptist Medical Center - JGI, P.O. Drawer 33, Ocala, Fl.
Submitted by: Dr. Feiler

Gina Klima has served on the ICU, this nurse immediately went above and beyond her expectations for my mother, Thelma Klima. She was constantly aware of my mother’s needs, medications and total care of my mother.

Name of nurse: Melissa Clandy
Name of hospital: Joseph Girard Hospital, UF Shands - Orthopaedic 4S Floor
Submitted by: Ms. Monica Morey

Ms. Morey was a licensed ADU submitted to UF Health - Shands Hospital, she suffered profound bad fractures in his leg last year. It is given her the pleasure to have this opportunity to express my appreciation of the outstanding service done for the whole nursing staff and doctors at UF Health’s. She was caring and continues to be caring. She also worked on the Orthopedic 4S floor. In this role and age people don’t seem to care very much, it has been a pleasant surprise to see how she always has a smile on her face. In this setting, she has been a model of care and has endeared her self to all the patient’s at UF Health. In fact, it’s been helpful to see her care and support a continued and became to the hock for her listeners and successful in pursuing my husband’s path for all the time when needed it. Thank you, Melissa! Thank you, Dr. McNeil and thank you, UF Shands, for making a most unexpected and best journey possible.

Name of nurse: Nursing staff - Volunteer staff nurse
Name of clinic: Legacy of Care Health Center
Submitted by: L. Moriess, MD, MPH, Assistant Professor/Chief of Department of Legacy of Care Health Center

Pat has been a nurse for 25 years. She has uncomplainingly supported her self’s finances and time to volunteer in a free clinic such as Legacy of Care Health Center. She has performed her role as Treasurers and Administrators of the clinic. She has been the clinic’s non-smoker. She makes sure that health care services are not excluded, especially according to the rules of IRS for exempt organizations.

Brenda Jonson, DNSc, "Petaea has been there for over 25 years. She does her job with professionalism, care and dedication to Legacy of Care where she has been dedicated. Brenda has been always there. It’s always been an honor to work with Brenda. She is always a true professional.

Name of nurse: Brenda Jonson
Name of clinic: Legacy of Care Health Center
Submitted by: Parc Brown, RN, Director of Legacy of Care Health Center

"Thank you for being an outstanding nurse to me and my family. Erica not only is a nursing aide, she has two beautiful kids, two dogs, and a cat, she is very reliable, also an amazing nurse. She is always able to care about her patient, how many she works with, and how many patients she cares for. It has been very beneficial for me to have her as my nurse. I understand that nursing is an incredibly demanding job, but she does it with such ease. She is the best nurse in a customer care field, and a little gem to us all.

Name of nurse: Erica Hilton
Name of clinic: Baptist Medical Center - JGI, P.O. Drawer 33, Ocala, Fl.
Submitted by: Mary Elizabeth Jones, RN, CSN, BSN

Mary Elizabeth Jones is a registered nurse and is a part of the Baptist Medical Center. She has been an RN for over 20 years. She has had the opportunity to work in a variety of areas within the hospital. She appreciates the gratitude of her work.

Thelma O’Neal, RN, "Mary has worked at the Baptist Medical Center since 2004. We have been very helpful at every activity, the friendly and understanding, she appreciates the gratitude of her work.

Regitore Boynt, RN, "Regitore is an Registered Practical Nurse, working at Baptist Medical Center, and also volunteers at Legacy of Care. When it comes to helping others, she is the first to volunteer. She can communicate to all kinds of patients, old, young, English-speaking or not at all and help to understand their concerns.

Marla Vonk, RN, "Marla is a critical care and post-anesthesia nurse. Four years ago, she started volunteering at Legacy of Care as a discharge nurse. Among all the patients, she stood out. This was a rare time in her career. She has no kind of medical check-up. Blood pressure was normal, body mass was high as her blood sugar. Several prescriptions and medications, as well as gout and rheumatism. The patient had never been better. She could not hear herself say "everything will be all right." By the fourth visit, the patient was happy to see some weight loss, and his blood pressure and blood sugar were normal. The patient was a very grateful, and continued to see the clinic for her treatment.

Miras Yoga Legno, RN, "Marla works at the Baptist Medical Center, and is a registered nurse. She became a volunteer at Legacy of Care when her own mother became a patient. With two jobs and two young kids, she found herself on the clinic. Day every month. Her reason for volunteering is to help other young kids, values of helping others in need, and as Montessori teacher, we have been a very rewarding experience. She feels that the job is a rewarding experience and feels just as fulfilled.

Name of nurse: Lollie Moriess, MD, MPH
Name of clinic: Legacy of Care Health Center
Submitted by: Parc Brown, RN, Director of Legacy of Care Health Center

"Thank you for being an outstanding nurse to me and my family. Erica not only is a nursing aide, she has two beautiful kids, two dogs, and a cat, she is very reliable, also an amazing nurse. She is always able to care about her patient, how many she works with, and how many patients she cares for. It has been very beneficial for me to have her as my nurse. I understand that nursing is an incredibly demanding job, but she does it with such ease. She is the best nurse in a customer care field, and a little gem to us all.

Name of nurse: Erica Hilton
Name of clinic: Baptist Medical Center - JGI, P.O. Drawer 33, Ocala, Fl.
Submitted by: Mary Elizabeth Jones, RN, CSN, BSN

Mary Elizabeth Jones is a registered nurse and is a part of the Baptist Medical Center. She has been an RN for over 20 years. She has had the opportunity to work in a variety of areas within the hospital. She appreciates the gratitude of her work.

Thelma O’Neal, RN, "Mary has worked at the Baptist Medical Center since 2004. We have been very helpful at every activity, the friendly and understanding, she appreciates the gratitude of her work.

Regitore Boynt, RN, "Regitore is an Registered Practical Nurse, working at Baptist Medical Center, and also volunteers at Legacy of Care. When it comes to helping others, she is the first to volunteer. She can communicate to all kinds of patients, old, young, English-speaking or not at all and help to understand their concerns.

Marla Vonk, RN, "Marla is a critical care and post-anesthesia nurse. Four years ago, she started volunteering at Legacy of Care as a discharge nurse. Among all the patients, she stood out. This was a rare time in her career. She has no kind of medical check-up. Blood pressure was normal, body mass was high as her blood sugar. Several prescriptions and medications, as well as gout and rheumatism. The patient had never been better. She could not hear herself say "everything will be all right." By the fourth visit, the patient was happy to see some weight loss, and his blood pressure and blood sugar were normal. The patient was a very grateful, and continued to see the clinic for her treatment.

Miras Yoga Legno, RN, "Marla works at the Baptist Medical Center, and is a registered nurse. She became a volunteer at Legacy of Care when her own mother became a patient. With two jobs and two young kids, she found herself on the clinic. Day every month. Her reason for volunteering is to help other young kids, values of helping others in need, and as Montessori teacher, we have been a very rewarding experience. She feels that the job is a rewarding experience and feels just as fulfilled.
Celebrating Our Nurses

Memorial Hospital says thank you to our nurses for the lives you save, the new lives you bring into the world, and the compassionate care you deliver to our community each day.

memorial hospital
MEMORIAL HEALTH
3625 University Blvd. South • Jacksonville, FL 32216
www.memorialhospitaljax.com

#thankanurse